
Let’s design an experiment from 
the beginning 
A couple of simple and completely “invented” examples 
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Let’s design an experiment - I 
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�  Suppose we want to observe a “new” particle (the J/ψ) by 
doing photo-production experiment: 
  γ+p à J/ψ + X 

�  (this is an experiment already done…) We want to measure 
the cross-section for photoproduction of meson vectors. 

�  Design: 
1.  γ beam properties 
2.  Target properties and expected flux 
3.  Muon detection and momentum measurement 
4.  Detector lay-out 



γ beam properties 
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à Center of mass energy ?  √s > M(J/ψ) +Mp= 4.034 GeV 
à Natural option: photons on a hydrogen target: photon momentum ?  Pγ >8.2 GeV 
à How can we produce a photon beam ? 

1 - bremsstralung but wide spectrum, need of tagging 
2 - Compton back-scattering 

Let me choose option 2 with Pγ = 10 - 15 GeV 
 



Target, flux, MC simulation 
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�  The beam: ELFE could be good from the point of view of the beam momentum, but 
what about the flux ? Assume a LH target 1/2 m long: 
�  Nproj = 107 s-1 

�  LH target (50 cm long): ρ = 0.07 gcm-3, A = 1 è φ = 2.1 × 1031 cm-2s-1 

�  Is the flux sufficient ? From previous measurements/estimates one expects a total cross-
section of ≈ 1 nbarn. 
�  Which rate of events do we expect ? N = σ × φ = 2 × 10-2 s-1 è ≈ 1500 evts/day (if 

efficiency equal to 1) 
�  The detector: we want to measure a pair of muons or a pair of electrons with invariant 

mass equal to the J/ψ mass. It is an inclusive measurement. 
�  Muon pair: which momentum I expect ? 

�  Simple simulation:  
�  In the center of mass frame 0<E(J/ψ)< (case of X = p,  a recoiling proton); 
�  J/ψ 2-body decay isotropic in J/ψ ref.frame 
�  boost from J/ψ ref.frame to center of mass ref.frame 
�  boost from center of mass ref.frame to lab frame 
�  muon spectra 

�  Electron pair: same, replacing muon with electron masses. 



A simple root code 
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 for (Int_t n=0;n<100000;n++) { 
      Double_t weight1 = event.Generate(); 
      TLorentzVector *pProton = event.GetDecay(0); 
      TLorentzVector *pPsi    = event.GetDecay(1); 
      TLorentzVector Proton = *pProton; 
      TLorentzVector Psi = *pPsi; 
      jpsi.SetDecay(Psi,2,mmasses); 
      Double_t weight2 = jpsi.Generate(); 
      TLorentzVector *mup = jpsi.GetDecay(0); 
      TLorentzVector *mum = jpsi.GetDecay(1); 
      TLorentzVector mmp = *mup; 
      TLorentzVector mmm = *mum; 
      hp->Fill(mmp.P(),mmm.P(),weight1*weight2); 
      h2->Fill(Proton.E() ,Psi.E() ,weight1); 
      ht->Fill(mmp.Theta(),mmm.Theta(),weight1*weight2); 
      hf->Fill(mmp.Phi(),mmm.Phi(),weight1*weight2); 
      hps->Fill(mmp.P(),weight1*weight2); 
      hps->Fill(mmm.P(),weight1*weight2); 
      hts->Fill(mmp.Theta(),weight1*weight2); 
      hts->Fill(mmm.Theta(),weight1*weight2); 
      hfs->Fill(mmp.Phi(),weight1*weight2); 
      hfs->Fill(mmm.Phi(),weight1*weight2); 
      hpt->Fill(mmp.P(),mmp.Theta(),weight1*weight2); 
      hpt->Fill(mmm.P(),mmm.Theta(),weight1*weight2); 
   } 
} 
 

void PhaseSpaceI() { 
// example of use of TGenPhaseSpace   
//Author: Cesare Bini 
   if (!gROOT->GetClass("TGenPhaseSpace")) gSystem.Load("libPhysics"); 
   TLorentzVector target(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.938); 
   TLorentzVector beam(0.0, 0.0, 10., 10.); 
   TLorentzVector W = beam + target; 
   TLorentzVector Psi; 
   //(Momentum, Energy units are Gev/C, GeV) 
   Double_t masses[2] = { 0.938, 3.097} ; 
   Double_t mmasses[2] = { 0.104, 0.104} ; 
   TGenPhaseSpace event; 
   TGenPhaseSpace jpsi; 
   event.SetDecay(W, 2, masses); 
 
   TH2F *h2 = new TH2F("h2","h2", 100,0.,20., 100,0.,20.); 
   TH2F *hp = new TH2F("hp","hp", 100,0.,20., 100,0.,20.); 
   TH2F *ht = new TH2F("ht","ht", 180,0,3.1415,180,0,3.1415); 
   TH2F *hf = new TH2F("hf","hf", 180,-3.1415,3.1415,180,-3.1415,3.1415); 
   TH1F *hts = new TH1F("hts","hts", 180,0,3.1415); 
   TH1F *hfs = new TH1F("hfs","hfs", 45,-3.1415,3.1415); 
   TH1F *hps = new TH1F("hps","hps", 100,0.,20.); 
   TH2F *hpt = new TH2F("hpt","hpt",100,0.,20.,180,0.,3.1415); 



Muon momenta and angular spectra 
(Eγ = 10 GeV) - I 
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muon momentum (GeV) muon theta (rad) 

muon phi (rad) 

muon theta (rad) 
vs. momentum (GeV) 



Muon momenta and angular spectra 
(Eγ = 10 GeV) - II 
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µ+ vs. µ- 

momenta 

µ+ vs. µ- 

theta 
µ+ vs. µ- 

phi 

p vs J/psi 
momenta (lab) 



Muon detection and momentum 
measurement 
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1.  Muon pairs: Muons are produced mostly in the forward region 
with momenta between hundreds MeV and 10 GeV. I need to 
identify muons, and measure their momenta: how to detect and 
measure GeV momenta muons ? 

1.  I need a “forward detector” with an acceptable acceptance; 
2.  I need a low momentum threshold (correlated with angular 

acceptance); 
3.  I need to identify muons rejecting electrons, pions, protons or 

other charged particles; 
2.  Possible recipe: 

�  Muons are penetrating particles: è filter with material (for 
instance other detectors) upstream; this defines the momentum 
threshold. 

�  Measure curvature in magnetic field. Need of tracking chambers in 
a magnet with sufficient angular and momentum resolution. 



Let’s design an experiment - IV 
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Filtering: 
 thickness in g/cm2 (t) è cut due to range (ionisation loss) 
 interaction length (λI)è typical penetration of hadrons (p, π) 
 radiation length (X0)è typical penetration of e and γ	

Hypotheys: 0.5 m Pb: t = 565 g/cm2 è pµ> 0.8 GeV; nX0 = 
88 (!); nλI = 3 is a good compromise: we loose muons 
below 1 GeV but have a good rejections vs. electrons and 
an acceptable rejection vs. pions (e-3≈5% remaining) 

Better if  W is available: with 25 cm the same momentum cut 
and the same rejection 
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NB: Different dependence on Z of λI and X0:  
em processes go as ≈Z2, hadronic processes go as ≈A or even slowlier 
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Let’s design an experiment - V 
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Momentum measurement 
Assume a uniform magnetic field B in a region of 

dimension L and a particle of trasverse momentum 
pT entering the region 

 
We define the “sagitta” s and suppose to measure it through 

3 points x1, x2 and x3: s = x2-(x1+x3)/2 
 
 
From s we get the transverse momentum, given the field B 

and the distance L between detectors 1 and 3 
The resolution on pT is:  
 
 
In case of N points rather than 3, the resolution is: 
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Lay-out 
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�  Experiment parameters 
� At least three tracking stations of resolution σX ≈ 100 µm 
� Dipole magnet. Typical B values in the range of 0.5 – 1 T: 

suppose to have B = 0.5 T and L = 2 m  
 è σ(pT)/pT ≈ 0.2%×pT  (0.2% - 2% in our range) 

�  50 cm Pb equivalent upstream 



Other points - miscellanea 
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�  Momentum resolution: include multiple scattering effect and 
longitudinal component effect (through measurement of the 
y coordinate) 

 
�  Energy loss in the filter is not negligible: 2 MeV/g/cm2 × 

560 g/cm2 ≈ 1 GeV with wide fluctuations: probably it could 
be possible to investigate lower material upstream (low 
momenta hadrons have higher cross-section) 

�  Determination of the interaction vertex is also an issue (not 
point-like target) 

�  Invariant mass measurement resolution 
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A low energy collider experiment - I 
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�  Process e+e- à π+π- in the center of mass energy between 
500 MeV and 1000 MeV 

�  I want to measure precisely the ρ lineshape and the ρ-ω 
interference. 

�  Required luminosity: 
�  50 points with uncert.< 1%  
è >104 evts / point 
Since σ ≈ 200 ÷ 1000 nb /point 
è Lint > 50 nb-1 /point,  
total 2.5 pb-1; 
If L ≈1031cm-2s-1 few days running time is enough. “Energy scan” 
 



A low energy collider experiment - II 
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�  Simple final state: two pions back-to-back with fixed (low) momentum 
at any given value of s. 

�  Possible backgrounds ? 
�  At these c.o.M. energies few processes are below threshold: 
e+e- à γγ 
e+e- à e+e- (Bhabha scattering) 
e+e- à µ+µ-  
e+e- à π+π-π0  (threshold ≈ 3 × mπ ≈ 400 MeV) 
e+e- à π+π-π0π0 (threshold ≈ 4 × mπ ≈ 540 MeV) 
e+e- à π+π-π+π- (“”) 
e+e- à Κ+Κ- (threshold ≈ 2 × mΚ ≈ 980 MeV)  

�  Main job: separate pion pairs from muon, electron and photon pairs 
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A low energy collider experiment - III 
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�  Low momenta particles with small range èlight materials 
�  Difficult to use the filtering method 
�  First method: Try to discriminate by a precision measurement 

of the momenta: at each value of s you select all collinear 
track pairs coming from the IP and measure the momentum. 
You will find 3 peaks: pions, muons and electrons. 

�  Second method: Try to discriminate by a precision 
measurement of the Time-Of-Flight. 

�  One can use both methods to be “redundant”  



Momentum and Time separations 
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Momentum separation: 
momentum difference btw π and µ	
between 5 and 10% 
è momentum measurement better than 1% 
on the full range 

time-Of-Flight separation (on 2 m lever arm): 
time difference btw π and µ	
between 100 and 600 ps 
è time measurement better than 30 ps 
on the full range (very difficult…) 



A low energy collider experiment - IV 
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�  Experiment layout 

Coil 
Time-of-flight  
outer counter 

Time-of-flight  
inner counter 

Tracking chambers 

Momentum and Time-Of-Flight information are 
combined to discriminate π from µ and e. 



Magnetic fields - I 
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Magnetic fields - II 
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�  Dipoles: 
�  Used for fixed target or cosmic ray experiments, not practical for 

colliders; 
�  Solenoid 

�  Most used in collider experiments: 

�  non-negligible perturbation to beams (coupling) 
�  Toroid 

�  Return iron not needed 
�  no perturbation for the beams 
�  better for forward tracks 
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Position-sensitive detectors 
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